[The transoesophageal echocardiography in the general intensive care: its utility in the ventilated critically ill patient].
The use of the transoesophageal echocardiography (TEE) in the critically ill patient admitted to the general intensive care unit begins to turn out to be very important but it is still little spread. The full implementation of the echocardiography in the general intensive cares is compromised by the acoustic window. However, TEE can flyover this difficulty adding to the advantages widely described of the transthoracic echocardiography (TTE) other high values 1. The TEE manages to do the dynamic evaluation of the necessity of fluids, able to discriminate fluid responders, able to distinguish types of shock, assess systolic and diastolic function of both ventricles, able to evaluate other structures of the heart and be a guide to therapy. The use of the echocardiography in the ventilated patient admitted to the general intensive care unit still lack for some definition. This clinical commentary was carried out by the intention of revising the most relevant literature that values the use and efficiency of the TEE in the ventilated critically ill patient in order to explain its use and consequently helping to implement the TEE in clinical practice. So, one managed to define the application of the TEE in the critically ill patient in several clinical scenarios, the haemodynamically unstable patient, the patient with global respiratory insufficiency, the patient with hipoxémia.